Expedition

HORIZON
Voyage of discovery
for adventurers
between the ages
of 17 and 30

Are you considering a gap year ....? Do
you need a break? How about being part
of the crew aboard a traditional sailing
ship !?
You sail, you cook, you fish yourself,
you hoist sails and... watch sunrises on
the far horizon and take cool pictures
of dolphins and the wide ocean around
you. On board of the Twister every day
will bring new experiences. Five weeks
in a row. Only the departure and arrival
date is planned, furthermore you will go
where the wind takes you.
Do you dare? Totally away from civilization and certainly away from the known
world! Aboard the Twister you write
your own new chapters of an adventure
book. No two days are the same. You
can do ecological research, learn new
languages, navigate the sea or dive into
history ... anything is possible! Of course
you also learn about communication,
and you learn and participate in sailing!
You literally broaden horizons. Our
expedition is a true journey of discovery,
an inquiry and an adventure!
In any case, you gain experience as a
foundation for the next steps in your life.
You get to know yourself a lot better:
you find your talents and you find your
skills. It is a learning environment in a
close team, without even reminding you
of education at all!

Expedition Horizon 1 departs from
Tenerife on January 6, 2020. You make
the ocean crossing via the Capeverdian
islands to various Caribbean islands and
end on February 7 in Tobago.
33 days || 3975 euros
The flights NL - Tenerife and
Tobago - NL are included.
Expedition Horizon 2 departs from
Tortola on the British Virgin Islands on
March 18, 2020. Via Jamaica, Cuba and
/ or Bermuda you sail back along the
Azores to the European coast. You will
arrive in Amsterdam on May 1.
45 days || 4725 euros
The flight to the British
Virgin Islands is included.
Prices include the food on board that is
prepared every day by our own chef.
We use the STO travel guarantee. We
support you in collecting the money for
the trip. This is possible, for example, via
the Dinghy Programm from Windseeker.
Look at windseeker.org/dinghy
From the moment you have been
registered you are part of the TWISTER
community. That means you think about
and are involved in the Horizon project.
Do you have any questions or would you
just like to chat with us? You can e-mail
and call us, or take a look at our website.
horizon@twistersailing.com
Marloes Aafjes (+31 6 3741 8452)
twistersailing.com

Information

Expedition Horizon is for a total of 12 explorers between the ages of 17
and 30. The crew understands sustainability, astronomy and navigation,
among other things. And hey know how to support you in your development process. In addition there is the possibility to participate in current
European research programs on sustainability themes. You are welcome to
take your own self-invented research on board!

